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Up the Mountain 
Many Caux Scholars 2015 first met at Montreux train station, waiting for the old train that takes everyone “up the mountain”, 
both literally and metaphorically. Between the trip “up and down the mountain”, there is a whole month full of experiences, 
learning, meals, talks, meetings, service, laughs, cries, questions, theoretical and also very real conflicts, tea times, role-playing, songs 
and dances from around the world, pictures, doubts, answers, new people, quiet times, reflections, warming up exercises, 
frustration and inspiration, new friends, hellos and goodbyes.

After a month at the Initiatives of Change Caux Conference Centre, with a 
privileged view over the Lake Geneva, and the Swiss mountains, the Caux Scholars 
program becomes more than an academic course: it is a whole life experience.

What makes the Caux Scholars Program 2015 a lifelong 
experience that goes beyond an ordinary academic training? 
The answer is: its people. Whether we speak about 
participants or the organizers, their common element is their 
inspiration and their full commitment to peacebuilding all 
over the world. Every year, the Caux Scholars Program 
proves that inspiration, commitment and professionalism 
don't have borders, skin color or religion. Through different 
trainings and workshops, it tackles universal issues such as 
peacebuilding and conflict transformation by challenging 
traditional patterns.

Last, but not least, the Caux Scholars Program puts the 
individual in the center of the peacebuilding process and the 

partcipants 
coming from 
conflict areas are 
the perfect 
incarnation of 
this statement. 
The 2015 program brought together at the same table 
“friends” and “enemies” whose countries of origin have passed 
through conflicts one against the other. So, what made it 
possible to fill in the gap due to mistrust? How was it possible 
to build bridges of friendship between “enemies”? The answer 
lies in the common humanity that is discovered and in the 
personal transformation that the program induces.

Anjum Ali, IofC USA Board member (left),
Ngoc-Anh, Vietnam (middle), Daniel, USA (right)

"While the beauty of the Swiss Alps always beckons 
me, it is the calibre of the scholars that assemble here 
each year that is truly the most stunning feature of 
this experience. These annual cadres of young global 
leaders not only come together to expand their 
knowledge on how to change the world, they also 
'come down from the mountain' personally 
transformed in the process.” 

- Dr. Carl Stauffer Carl, CSP Academic Director



WEEK 1: Building the Learning Community
Scholars were introduced to the “Caux Spirit” by challenging them to reflect on their own conflicts and embedded worldviews. In 
doing so, scholars were inspired to reflect on their personal transformation. Through trust-building exercises, leadership activities 
and group problem solving, scholars were invited to find a common ground to lay the foundation for a month of peaceful “co-
existence” on the mountain. Other highlights included introduction to conflict style inventory, lessons on identity, culture and 
power dynamics. The diverse nationalities of the scholars have been effective in making the discussion engaging and intellectually 
stimulating.

"I love the terms used during team building exercises of 
storming, forming, etc... because we continue to use them 

amongst each other to show awareness of how our 
relationships are evolving."

- Leila, Lebanon

WEEK 2: Just Governance Conference
The CSP provides Scholars with opportunity to take part in the organization of the 
conference which consisted of different teams such as workshop, communication, 
community, etc. The scholars had a chance to interact with senior public servants, 
current and former U.N. staff members, government officials and CEOs of 
companies. They had an opportunity to learn from a number of the outstanding 
conference speakers, including Philip Powell, Dr. Omnia Marzouk, Neil Buhne, Dr. 
Cornelio Sommaruga, Barbara Hintermann, Dr. Katherine Marshall, H.E. Gabriel 
Lagat, and Ahmed Shala, and Michael Moller. Furthermore, the scholars learned from 
a number of experts in peacebuilding, good governance and other relevant fields.

" The Tree! The analogy between conflict and a deeply 
rooted tree will be a model I will use for the rest of my 

life- be it medicine or peacebuilding."
- Stequita, USA

Jini, Nepal (left), Tséring, Tibet (right)

Service
Caux is an amazing experience because it is 
rare to have such a wide range of people 
gathered in one place.  Interestingly, a lot of 
the relationships we developed were not 
during the lectures or even smaller 
workshops, but during service.  When 
everyone was working together, setting 
tables, doing dishes, washing vegetables, we 
were able to develop deep and strong bonds 
with people that we probably would not 
otherwise have met. 

Conflict Where I Come From
Every afternoon the class gathered to 
listen to 3 presentations from scholars 
on conflicts in their regions, or conflicts 
that they feel connected to. The diversity 
offered opportunities to learn from one 
another and engage in debates to 
deepen their understanding of the 
issues, offer alternative approaches or, 
seek to apply interventions studied in 
class to a specific conflict presented. 

Nurtac, Azerbaijan

Alexander, USA



WEEK 3: Sustained Dialogue in Divided Societies
The third week we looked into the topic of restorative justice and reconciliation in its 
different forms and approaches. We also looked into the Demobilization, Disarmament and 
Reintegration (DDR) of ex-combatants into their societies. We then closely examined the 
procedures embedded within the framework of the International Criminal Court (ICC) 
through a mock simulation of a case study. The scholars took different roles such as the clerk, 
judge, witnesses, defendants, jury and prosecutors in the simulation which was a highly 
rewarding experience. We then learned from the sessions held by the guest speaker Philip 
Powell, who addressed important themes such as understanding war through a historical lens 
along with its causes and effects. In addition to that, he gave a critique of the liberal peace 
dream of today by unpacking the political underpinnings of the United Nations structure 
since its establishment. Furthermore, Powell’s lecture discussed the role of diplomacy in 

negotiation which is deals with buying time, trusting others, communicating information, 
establishing procedures, engaging parties in conflicts, and building a base for future 
negotiation. The roleof diplomacy is mediation which consists of cooperation, 
coordination, facilitation, or communication, persuasion, and mediation.  

Another guest speaker, Prof. Julianne Funk, discussed transitional justice in the post-conflict 
era in the Balkans and its role in efforts to strengthen the rule of law, and soften the 
bitterness of victims. Additionally, transitional justice should provide a model for resolving 
ethnic differences through the force of law, rather than the law of injustice.  

She addressed the most critical issues with respect to restorative justice and distributive 
justice in the Balkans. She was able to link challenges facing the ICC to the history of 
Genocide (“Never Again” is happening before our own eyes), as well as to demonstrate 

that one person can effect change in his or her own small way by listening to the stories of survivors, offering them sympathy, 
and by  empathizing with them through participating in memorial rallies. The week was very enriching on a personal and 
intellectual level. 

WEEK 4: Transitional Justice, Reconciliation & Healing
Truth and Reconciliation Commissions and indigenous approaches to justice were the 
topics discussed at length during the final week. Myriam Aziz, CSP 2014 and 2015 summer 
coordinator, covered all aspects of design, monitoring and evaluation (DM&E) as she 
factored in her experience working with Syrian refugees. Myriam’s presentation provided 
understanding how to design, conduct, demystify, and understand DM&E processes.

Reconciliation and its four pillars - justice, truth-telling, mercy and peace - are very 
important in today's world full of conflicts, including civil and inter-state wars. 
Reconciliation should be supported by strong legal systems in post-conflict states. 
Reconciliation should provide justice to victims and hold perpetrates. It should also 
restore the rule of law and provide grounds for a sustainable democracy. Finally, 
reconciliation should establish a foundation for sustainable peace.

Before graduation, scholars met during a session of “going down the mountain”. It provided an opportunity to discuss the 
program and cherish the friends and connections created during the program. As peacebuilders, we need a supportive 
community as we seek to bridge the gap between very different societies. Only through interaction can we overcome our fear 
and insecurity when encountering societies so different. Inspiring personal transformation among scholars is a key mission of the 
CSP.

An International Criminal Court Mock Tribunal

Jitka, CSP Director (left), Carl, CSP Academic 
Director (middle), Pravin, India (right)

Philip Powell, Guest Speaker



The Caux Scholars Program is a program of Initiatives of Change USA. Initiatives of Change is a diverse global movement of people 
committed to the transformation of society through change in human motives and behavior, starting with their own.

Caux Scholars Program
1003 K Street, NW, Suite 400
Washington DC, 20001, USA

Telephone: 202-872-9077
Fax: 202-872-9137
Email: cauxsp@us.iofc.org
www.cauxscholars.org

Thank You to our Generous Donors
The Caux Scholars Program is grateful for the generous support of the Robert Hahnloser Stiftung, the Irene Prestwitch Trust, the 
Silvia Zuber Foundation, the Caux Foundation, and the Delmar Foundation.

CSP couldn’t continue, however, without the financial gifts of many contributors - friends, parents of students and alumni - who 
have supported the program through the years with gifts large and small, including gifts of time and advice. For all of these we 
are deeply grateful. 

If you are interested in contributing to the class of 2016, please contact the Program Director, Jitka Hromek-Vaitla.

The Caux Scholars Program experience has been by far the most life changing experience I 
had the privilege to live. The only way it will be successful is if you allow yourself to take in all 
the cultures, the norms, the beauty, the points of view, the diversity; in short the dynamics of 
the whole program. 

My first challenge was finding the perfect balance between being the program coordinator, 
an alumni and a friend to the scholars. It is very important to remember what the job 
entails: continuous coordination, full attention to details, guiding the scholars towards the 
course of the program, keeping matters on track. The position truly sharpened my 
organizational skills; I had not fully realized the amount of work that went into the program 
before its start date and throughout and the relevance of all the details to make it the best 
possible all round experience for everyone.  

I have been a very strong advocate of the Caux Scholars Program after my 2014 scholar experience and I have become a more 
ardent advocate after working as a program coordinator this past summer. It is an all-encompassing experience providing you 
with a chance to re-address your own views on the world and helping you with the tools to contribute in making a better one, 
all the while admiring the most beautiful mountains of Caux.

Myriam Aziz, CSP 2014, 
Program Coordinator 2015 

Powel has studied at 
London School of 
Economics and Coventry 
University in the UK and 
currently works as a 
Political Analyst and Policy 
advisor for the Jubilee 
Center in the UK. He is 
specialized in political 
science and diplomacy.

Philip Powell,
Guest Speaker

Dr. Carl Stauffer,
Academic Director

Program Coordinator’s Experience

Dr. Stauffer is an Assistant 
Professor of Justice and 
Development Studies at the 
Center for Justice and 
Peacebuilding at Eastern 
Mennonite University. 
Formerly, he was coordinator 
of peace education and training 
at the Wilgespruit Fellowship 
Center in South Africa. 


